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CONVERGENCE OF MEASURABLE RANDOM FUNCTIONS

L. §. GRINBLAT

Abstract. Using the theorem of Fréchet and Kolmogorov about compact

subsets of the space Lp[0, 1] and Prohorov's theorem about the convergence

of measures defined on a complete metric space we proved in [2] the

following theorem: Let £,(r),. . ., £,(/)> . . . and £(f) be measurable random

processes (0 < / < 1) and suppose that there exist numbers C and p > 1

such that E\i,(tW < C for all n and t. If £|£,(0|P -» £|£(0lp for all / and if
for any finite set {r,, . . . , tk] c [0, 1] the joint distribution of

£„(f,), .. ., £„(tk) converges to the joint distribution of £(/,), . . ., Ç(tk), then

the distribution of /(£,) converges to the distribution of /(£) for any

continuous functional/on Zj,[0, 1]. In this paper this theorem is generalized

to random measurable functions. The results of the present paper are related

to the results of [1], [3], [4].

Let (X, p) be a metric space. We call the set

U;= {xE X:p(y,x)<r} (r > 0)

a ball. We say that a set U is a domain if U is the union of a countable set of

balls. We shall consider on X only probability measures for which any ball is

a measurable set. By py(x) we denote the function x\-+p(y, x).

Lemma. Let U|,. .., ju,,..., and p. be measures defined on X such that for

any finite set {yx, . . . ,yk) E X the joint distribution of py (x), . . . , pyk(x) with

respect to the measure pn converges to the joint distribution of py (x), . . . , py (x)

with respect to the measure p.. If U is a domain and there exists a domain V

such that U C\V =0 and p(U) + p(V) = 1, then p„(U) -» p(U).

Proof. By definition U = UJL , U¿¡, V - U,"i U*. Let e > 0. We will find
numbers k,d>0 such that

A: k

¡i(U* u V*) > 1 - e,    where Í/* = IJ U;¡~d,     V* = IJ U^~d;
i=i     ' /=i

Ju(i/*) = u(c7*),    p(V*) = p(V*).

From the conditions of the lemma we obtain:

p„(u*)^p(u*),   ft,(n->f»(n-
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But U* C U, V* c V, n(U) - u((7*) < e, ti(V) - fi(V*) < e, n(U) + n(V)
= 1. Since e is arbitrary we have fi„(U) -+ ¡x(U).   Q

Let T = {t) be a space with a probability measure v, and ti = {co} be a

probability space with the probability P. If for any point t E T a random

variable i-(t, co) is defined, then we say that |(f, co) is a random function; if

£(/, co) is a measurable function on T X ß with respect to the measure v X P,

then we say that |(i, to) is a measurable random function.

Theorem. Let £x(t), . . . , £„(t), ■ ■ ■ and £(t) be measurable random functions

defined on (T, v), and suppose that there exists a function f E Lp(T,v),p > 1,

such that E\£,(t)\p < f(t) for any t and n. Suppose further that E\£n(t)\p -»

isIKOK for any l and that for any finite set {tx, . . . , tk) c T the joint

distribution of £„(tx), . ■ . , Ü„(tk) converges to the joint distribution of

!(/,), . . . , H(tk). Finally, let u,, . . . , ¡in, . . . and u be the measures on Lp(T, v)

defined by our random functions. If U is a domain in Lp(T, v) and there exists a

domain V c Lp(T,v) such that Un V =0 and fi(U) + ¡i(V) = 1, then
ß„(U)^n.(U).

Before proving this theorem we point out an important proposition which it

implies. Suppose that there exists a separable space Z c Lp(T,v) such that

/t(Z) = 1; under this assumption, any open subset of Lp(T, v) is measurable

with respect to u. Let U be an open subset of Lp(T, v) such that ju(i/) = ¡i(U).

Then ji„(U) —> p(U), ¡in(U) -> n(U), where ¡i„(U) and fin(U) denote the outer

and inner measures of U.

Proof of the Theorem. Let {yx(t), . . . ,yk(t)} C Lp(T, v). In view of the

lemma it is enough to prove that the joint distribution of

/>(') - UOf *. ■• ■• [\ydO - tn{t)\Pdv (i)

converges to the joint distribution of

J^iC) - «Of *..-•. jT\yk{t) - mP dv. (2)

Let x(co) be a random variable. For any s > 0 we set

w      |°        »W-)|<*.
X [ixHf   if\xH>s.

We fix e > 0. There exist a natural number N, a number r > 0 and a

measurable set Q c T such that

(a) E^Xt) < e if « > N, t E Q and where tl, = y¡(t) - £,(/);

(b) /r\Gb/(0r dv<t,\<i<k;
(c) /rxol/COr dv < e.

For any s > 0 consider the real function <ps(x) = min(|x|/', sp). It is obvious
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that for n > N,

E¡\y,(t) - iMPdv - Ef<Pr(yM - U0)dv
JT JT

<e[      \y¡(t)-í,(t)fdv+(EriX}(t)dr
jt\q' jq

<2"[      \y¡(t)\Pdv + 2"f      \Z„(t)\P dv + e

<2"-e + 2p[      \f(t)f dv + e < e(2p+x + 1).
'T\Q

If e is small enough, then for n > N the joint distribution of (1) differs little

from the joint distribution of

Ur{yx(t) - £,(')) *.•••• /Vr(yk(t) - U')) dv, (3)

and the joint distribution of (2) differs little from the joint distribution of

UCviC) - «')) *.-••. jVUC) - «0) dv. (4)

Therefore it is enough to prove that the joint distribution of (3) converges to

the joint distribution of (4). Let mx, . . ., mk be any set of k natural numbers.

We have

k    i \ m.

k        ">,

-( eu nIM,,)-i.(t„))*•
JT*    , = i   y-i

k       m,

->/£ii nçr(MO-f(^))**

= lII(/^U(0-^))^) .

where T* is the product of 2*=, mi copies of the space T and the measure v*

is the product of 2*=, w, measures v. From this it follows immediately that

the joint distribution of (3) converges to the joint distribution of (4).   □

In classical measure theory the basic theorem is the following:

Theorem of Lebesgue. Let {<p„(t)} E LX(T, v), cpn(t) —> y(t) for all t, and

suppose there exists f E LX(T, v) such that |<p„(r)| < f(t) for all t. Then

<p(l)ELx(T,p)and\\<pn-<p\\^0.

It is possible to say that the theorem proved in this paper is a resasonable

infinite generalization of the theorem of Lebesgue.
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